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Abstract
The shortest path algorithm is one of the best choices for implementation of data structures. The shortest path (SP) problem involves the
problem of finding a suitable path between “two vertices or nodes in a graph” in such a way that the sum of the weights of its component
edges is minimal. There are many theories for solving this problem one of the widely used way solution for solving this problem is
Dijkstra’s algorithm (DA) which is also widely used in many engineering calculation works also. There are two types of DA one is the
basic one and other one is optimized. This paper is focused on the basics one which provides a shortest route between source node and
the destination node. Main focus has been kept on keeping the work simple and easy to understand with some basic concepts .Storage
space and operational efficiency improvement has been tried to improve.
Keywords: directed graph (DG); DA; SP

1. Introduction

2.2. Graphs with edge “length”

The SP problem determines a path which is having a minimum
weight connecting two given specified vertices one of them is
considered as source and other one as destination (or goal) in a
weighted graph also known as DG (digraph) (see [1]). A simple
and very good algorithm used to find the SP between two given
vertices in a DG is DA. DA has increased time and space complexity (See [3], [4], [5] and [6]). This paper has proposed the
simple way of applying SP algorithm for the calculation of SP
among the buildings present in the campus.

2. Preliminary works

2.3. Dijkstra’s single-source shortest-path algorithm

In
this
section
we
discussed
the
graphs
with
“lengths/weights/costs on edges”, SP in edge-weighted graphs and
classic DA for computing single-source SP.

2.1. Dijkstra algorithm
(See [2]) Given a graph with all vertices select any vertex as a
source vertex and then find SP. First, we have to generate a “SP
tree (SPT) with the source as root”. We will have to maintain “two
sets first set contains vertices included in SPT and other set includes vertices not yet included in SPT”. In every step we have to
find a vertex which is the latter set and possess minimum distance
from source. This algorithm solves the SP problem under constrain that there should be no negative weight cycle present in the
graph. If there is any negative weight cycle then SP will not be
detected.
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3. Pseudo code
1.

Create a cost matrix ct V 
V  from adjacency matrix
graph V 
V  .

2.

Array visited [] is initialized with value 0

3.

If vertex 3 is source vertex then visited 3 is marked 1

4.

Create a distance matrix n by sorting the cost of vertices
from vertex 0 to n  1 from source vertex 3
Choose a vertex x such that distance  x  is minimum and

5.

Fig. 2: Rough graph

visited  x  is 0 mark visited  x  as 1
Again calculate the shortest distance of remaining vertices
from the source.

6.

4. Procedure
The main idea behind this paper is to implement this algorithm in
our college campus to find shortest path between buildings. For
the weights between the edges we took the coordinates of all the
building through google map. Using these coordinates distance
between all the building were calculated through a small code
which is given below. By having an idea of the positions of all the
buildings, a rough graph is created. From the rough graph adjacency matrix is created now through online tool for the creation of
undirected graph through adjacency matrix a proper weighted
graph is created.
(See [8]) The “haversine formula to calculate the great-circle distance between two points that is, the shortest distance over the
earth’s surface” is given by
Longitude  long 2  long1
Latitude  lat 2  lat1







X  sin 2  latitude / 2  cos lat1 *cos lat 2  * sin 2 longitude / 2 
Y  2 * a tan 2



X , 1 X



Fig. 3: Undirected weighted Graph



Fig. 4: Output window showing node 6 taken as input

Z  R *Y
Where R is radius of earth.

5. Numerical example
Example application built using dev c   in c language. Our
aim is to find the shortest path to reach any building from a start
building.
The program takes input as the starting node and it calculates the
shortest distance between the start nodes to all the nodes present in
the graph.
Here we coordinates of various building represented as numbers
from 0 to 13.

Fig. 5: Output window showing shortest path of node 6 to all other nodes

6. Conclusion

Fig.1: Coordinate of various building represented as numbers from 0 to 13

The above paper is a simple application of shortest path algorithm
in our daily life. This paper presents the way how anyone can
apply Dijkstra algorithm to get shortest path to reach the destination of any area or locality in which they live if they follow the
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process mentioned in the paper. The reader of this paper should
have some basic understanding of programming language c
through which they can implement the above pseudocode in a
working code.
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